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LuLu Exchange invests $3.5m in Arkin

Company officials at the signing

Abu DhAbi: LuLu Exchange Holdings,
a leading financial services company, has
invested $3.5 million in tech start-up Arkin
Technologies.
Through the collaboration, LuLu
Exchange Holdings plans to offer a holistic suite of financial products and services
in cloud-banking, constituting a digital
revolution in the financial services space,
said a statement.
LuLu Exchange plans to take Arkin’s
expertise to offer everything from cloud
banking, real-time remittances, bills payment and Prepaid MasterCard and Visa,
tap payments, prepaid products, API banking and even chat applications to various

markets in the region and worldwide.
Arkin’s platform is also armed with
two-factor authentication and one of the
highest encryptions in the world, it added.
LuLu Exchange Holdings managing
director Adeeb Ahamed said: “We are
excited to announce this partnership. We
do not want to be seen as just investors putting in capital, but as partners with promising start-ups like Arkin sharing our expertise and leveraging on mutual strengths to
offer customers simple and smart digital
financial solutions.”
Arkin is helmed by chief executive
Ralph Santos, who is one of the pioneers
in the FinTech industry, having experience

in the field before FinTech entered the corporate vernacular. Through his vast experience across multiple industries in key
positions, he has found ground-breaking
and innovative start-ups that have successfully redefined the digital landscape and
provided a platform for greater financial
inclusion.
He created the highly successful VMoney
digital platform, offering an extensive endto-end financial solution for businesses
and consumers offering integratable online
payments and funds disbursements for
online and retail merchants, government
institutions, medical organisations, educational facilities, and business enterprises.
“This is an exciting collaboration for us, and we are
proud to partner with LuLu
Exchange Holdings. With its
focus on investments offering
mutual strategic value, wide
reach and unique solutions,
LuLu Exchange is the right
match for us and is a natural
next step towards engaging and
supporting the wider financial
ecosystem,” Santos said.
“The digital revolution is
rapidly transforming the financial services world and we
want to be actively involved in
developing new technologies
workforce which reflected the America, the Middle East and and be at the centre stage where
importance of education in the Africa.
innovation is taking place. We
community.
“To manage this diversity, were looking at being based out
With offices in London, we draw upon our wide range of the APAC region, but with
Johannesburg, Bogota, Sydney of educational and operation- Abu Dhabi fast emerging as the
and soon in Dubai, Inspired al management expertise to next FinTech hub, we decided
has regional teams to support share best practices across our to base our headquarters out
the growing family of schools group.”
of Abu Dhabi Global Market,”
in Europe, Australia, Latin
avinash@gdn.com.bh he added.
ADGM recently announced
the establishment of a FinTech
Innovation Centre and FinTech
Association which will support
greater financial innovation,
cultivate FinTech talent, foster
closer industry collaboration
and facilitate more cross-border investment opportunities
to bolster the development of
financial services.
With plans to move nearly 30
per cent of its transactions on
to the digital platform by 2020,
LuLu Exchange is committed
to remaining on the digital fast
track. Through this new partnership, the Abu Dhabi-based
companies are on track for rapid
growth, with planned go-lives in
the UAE, the Philippines, Hong
“Among reasons for wanting gender realignment surgery,
Kong and Malaysia already
I’m not sure that ‘Wanting a pay rise’ counts.”
pencilled in, it said.

Inspired plans secondary
school campus in Bahrain
MANAMA: Inspired, a
UK-based group of international schools on four continents, plans to secure a
site near British School of
Bahrain (BSB) to build a
secondary school campus, it
has emerged.

By AVINASH SAXENA

The addition of BSB expands
Inspired’s portfolio to over 30
schools in 11 countries, providing education to more than
24,000 students.
Mr Nsouli said the group
The company’s
will actively evalfounder and group
uate
expansion
chairman Nadim
opportunities for the
Nsouli told the GDN
school in Bahrain
in an exclusive
due to the increasinterview that its
ing demand for premedium-term plans
mium education.
include securing yet
When
asked
another site serving
about the reasons
another catchment
for the company’s
area with a second
foray into Bahrain,
BSB in the country.
Mr Nsouli said
Mr Nsouli
Inspired became
Inspired believed
the operator of BSB
the kingdom was
last December following the the ideal launchpad for the rest
signing of an education agree- of the GCC, where the market
ment valued at up to $150 demand for quality premium
million with then owner GFH education remains poised for
Financial Group.
further growth.
One of the leading schools
“The GCC is a very interestin the country, BSB provides ing region, as it is a $1.5 trillion
education to 2,500 students.
economy with huge demand
According to him, the com- for education given its young
pany’s vision is to “bring population, and the need for
its global best practices to
make the school the best in
the region by leveraging its
world-leading educational
experts and access to state-ofthe-art learning platforms”.
PARIS: Airbus has stopped
“An Inspired education
delivering A320neo jets powextends beyond the confines of
ered by Pratt & Whitney
traditional academia to tuition
geared-turbofan engines and
in life and public speaking,
halted pre-delivery test flights
study methods and time manafter the latest in a series of
agement.
problems with the engines,
“We firmly believe it is vital
sources said.
that our students are adequately
Airbus has briefed airlines
and leasing companies and told
equipped to meet life’s chalthem it cannot yet say how
lenges in a competitive world,”
long it will take to resolve the
he added.
problem, sources said adding
“Integrating, innovative, chaldeliveries of the jets were not
lenging and enriching academic,
taking place, but that they had
performing arts and sports pronot been formally halted.
grammes, Inspired’s students
An Airbus spokesman said it
leave with outstanding results,
is “in discussions with customers about delivery schedules”
a love of learning, confidence
on a case-by-case basis.
and a firm value system that
The setback comes weeks
prepares them to embrace the
after Airbus said it was overchallenges life throws at them in
coming a two-year sequence of
their future endeavours.”

economic transformation and
growth in order to be able to
match the needs of this growing population,” he said.
According to him, Inspired
got a lot of support from the
Economic Development Board
and the government, with both
organisations well aligned in
their efforts to enable the private sector to bolster economic
growth in the country.
“We have been following the
Bahraini government’s efforts
in transforming the economy
and enabling the private sector
to lead the economic growth
and given education is the seed
for innovation and growth, we
wanted to be the first player in
the market to lead in the education sector,” he said.
“We also believe that the
private sector will play an
increasingly important role in
education in Bahrain.”
Elaborating on the education
market in Bahrain, Mr Nsouli
said, being the first country
in the GCC to provide education, the kingdom was always
known for its educated local

Airbus halts some deliveries after engine snag
An Airbus A320neo
jet ... delivery setback
problems on fuel-saving engines
developed by United Technologies
unit Pratt & Whitney, one of two
engine suppliers for its best-selling A320neo.
The European Aviation Safety
Agency on Friday imposed
restrictions on the use of recently delivered A320neo-family jets

with engines starting at a certain
serial number.
That followed a spate of
in-flight shutdowns or rejected
take-offs that one source said
began happening 10 days ago.
The restrictions cover jets with
two engines from the same affected batch – effectively grounding

those jets. India’s IndiGo has
grounded three jets, but regulators said its competitor GoAir is
not affected. In total, the grounding affects 15-20 recently delivered aircraft, the sources said.
EASA’s safety bulletin also
bans airlines from using A320neo
jets on extended trips over water

or isolated areas when one of
the engines comes from the
suspect batch. Aircraft using
alternative engines from CFM
International are not affected.
Airbus says there are 113
Pratt & Whitney-powered
A320neo aircraft flying with 18
customers. It is in the midst of
increasing output and last week
said it may speed up further.
A prolonged delay could have
a financial impact for the planemaker, as it waits for payments
that usually fall due on delivery.
“It is too early to determine
financial implications, but the
fact that it impacts a limited population of engines is a
potentially mitigating factor,”
RBC Capital Markets analyst
Matthew McConnell said before
the delivery freeze emerged.

